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Hewlett Packard 
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  Compatibility:  110 (CB304) —> 110XL  300 (CC643) —> 300XL 
  342 (C9361)  —> 343 351 (CB337) —> 351 XL 

  Compatibility:  300XL (CC641)   338 (C8765)  
  350 (CB335)   901XL (CC654) 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0270 

  Compatibility:  336 (C9362) —> 338 (C8765) 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0369 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0367 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0366 
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Hewlett Packard 
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  Compatibility:  100(C9368)  101(C9365)  343(C8766)  344(C9363)           
                              348(C9369)  351XL(CB338)   ... 

  Compatibility:  22 (C9352)   28 (C8728) 
  57 (C6657)    

Art.Nr.: 4010 0300 

  Compatibility:  21 (CC641)          21XL (C9351C)            27 (C8727) 
                              54 (CB334)         56 (C6656) 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0281 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0280 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0399 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0398 
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Canon 
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  Compatibility:  CL-41, CL-51, CL-52, CL-541, CL-541XL 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0303 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0304 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0305 

  Compatibility:  PG-512, PG-545XL 

  Compatibility:  CL-513, CL-546XL 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0406 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0307 
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Canon 

  Compatibility:  PG-40, PG-50, PG-540, PG-540XL 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0386 
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Lexmark 

  Compatibility:  13400HC           15M0640 
                              50 (17G0050)   70 (12A1970)   75 (12A1975) 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0038 

  Compatibility:  16 (10N0016)           17 (10N0217) 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0039 

  Compatibility:  32 (18C0032)                  82 (18L0032) 
                               Dell 7Y743  I M4640 

Art.Nr.: 4010 0047 
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